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FLEXIBLE TEST

Guaranteed quality and reliability

Flex, scale and manage the peaks and troughs of your software delivery

requirements by calling on the skills of a multi award-winning, trusted partner that

specialises in software quality. Delivering a greater customer experience through

getting products and services to market faster without compromising quality.

Business demands and challenges require

organisations to be fast and flexible. This has

meant they need a resourcing approach that

combines a core group of permanent

employees with a contingent workforce to

scale as needed. However, finding and retaining

skilled, experienced and well-trained

professionals is time consuming and expensive.

To solve this problem, nFocus provide a

scalable resourcing approach covering all

project members within the delivery team.

All team members are known and a proven

entity to nFocus and come with our seal of

approval. As a consultancy focused on quality,

we recognise the skills, expertise, and

knowledge needed within each delivery role

to ensure a successful project.

We ensure all personnel have these traits. Our

approach gives you access to a wider talent

pool and optimum resourcing enables you to

cope with staff shortages. 

This approach has won us Leading Vendor at

the European Software Testing Awards,

Microsoft Worldwide Partner of the Year and

we’ve been regularly featured in Test

Magazine’s 20 Leading Testing Providers.
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Experts in our field

Longest established UK-owned pure play testing

consultancy

Specialist QA and testing consultancy for over 21 years 

The only company to win Leading Vendor at the European

Software Testing Awards on two separate occasions

Managing a team of over 120 UK based consultants

Vast domain experience

We are truly independent and only deliver testing services 

Experience of working within all processes and

methodologies 

Our speciality is providing the right expertise on site in the

UK 

We're a multi award-winning testing consultancy and have been named Leading

Vendor by the European Software Testing Awards as well as being regularly

featured in the Test Magazine’s 20 Leading Testing Providers.

Get in touch to discuss our Flexible Test Resource service, or
talk through your situation with one of our specialists.

Key benefits of using nFocus

Guaranteed quality and reliability.

As a consultancy focused on quality, we

recognise the skills, expertise, and knowledge

needed within each delivery role to ensure a

successful project. We ensure all personnel have

these traits!

Fast, reliable and strategic resourcing of

specialist staff and skills.

Gives you access to a wider talent pool.

Optimum resourcing enabling you to cope with

staff shortages.

No impact on permanent headcount removing the

liabilities that come with permanently employing

staff including EU legislation and IR35.

Our flexible resourcing gives you skills you need,

when you need them.


